E xo d u s B o w. c o m
To know the ways of God and the truth of his existence
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Fig. 25 Bow Inlet Center Section today with Suez Canal, Crescent Dunes where sand was loosened
over Buried Army and Land Mines under sand.
Today land mines have been placed in the area east of the southern Suez Canal with the idea of protecting Egypt from
Israel. But the consequence is that it requires big public interest before an archaeological dig can be initiated.

WARNING LAND MINES Stay in your vehicle ! Stay off the sand ! Stay out of this area ! !
CONCLUSION: All the Exodus wonders, the Red Sea Crossing and the apparent crafting of the Bow Inlet
were originated and orchestrated by God and obviously perfect, functional, and correct. The understanding,
interpretation, and presentation herein is but a hopefully inspired yet albeit limited human attempt to transmit
that incredible design and activation to the people of the world.
There may be errors in description, function, or quantities which can be determined by further research,
computer simulations, or new evidence. Computer simulations or physical models may better disclose the
Bow Inlet Red Sea opening and closing mechanism.
The exact design, dimensions, and operation are no doubt different than what has been described. But the
description herein is expected to be close enough for understanding and verification by exterior satellite and
radar probing and is close enough for computer simulation and for archaeological planning.
The whole Exodus event and the parting of the Red Sea took place about 3500 years ago. The parting of the
Red Sea is certainly a miracle and it has been expressed that the expected actual way it happened in the
Bow Inlet is an even greater miracle than the simple magic parallel walls of water.
Three thousand five hundred years ago God produced the miracle of the parting the Red Sea and inspired
Moses to write the detailed record in scripture which would eventually guide today’s generation to the evidence which should now uncover the proof. It is one thing for God to do a miracle. It is quite another thing
for God to prove he did a miracle 3500 years afterward. It is not only the proof of the Exodus but also the
proof of God. And it is also proof of the ‘Logos,’ the Word. It is God’s proof of himself.
All Praise and Glory be to God.
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